
Our company is hiring for a director, marketing analytics. Please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for director, marketing analytics

Manage WW marketing budget allocation process to ensure all regional
growth rates are considered
Jointly with Finance and Sales Ops to evaluate the channel partner
performance, marketing investment and coverage
Create Marketing training curriculum with HR team
Prepare for BoD, all-hands, on-going Marketing staff meetings, and annual
planning interlock exercise
Work cross-functionally with internal Product, Marketing, Finance, and
Analytics team
Work cross-functionally with internal Product, Marketing, Finance, and
Analytics teams
Work with stakeholders to develop dashboards, playbooks, decision aids and
business case analysis to support programs, creative and recommended
solutions
Partner with the Channel Managers to optimize campaigns within each
channel
Understand and develop guidance to best measure all stages of the customer
acquisition funnel from engagement to monetization
Determine optimal way for team to present actionable analytics and
recommendations for future execution

Example of Director, Marketing Analytics Job
Description
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Advanced use of a SAS or other statistical programming language
Data manipulation – used to analyzing large volumes of data and a solid
understanding of database principles and efficiencies required
Project Planning – capable of planning and managing analytical components
of projects to ensure deadlines are met
Excellent communications and presentation skills with an ability to interpret
analytical and technical content in an easy-to-understand manner
Account handling for both marketing mix modelling projects and ongoing
consultancy conducted throughout the year, which includes relationship
management across all media and ad agency partners
Lead a team of up to 10 analysts to deliver model findings, ad hoc projects,
and monthly in-market testing results


